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ABSTRACT

Some Aspects of Conditioning Behavior in
Rainbow Trout, Salmo gairdneri
by

Reed E. Harris, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1972

Major Professor: Dr. Robert H. Kramer
Department: Wildlife Resources
Effects of exercise, social facilitation, and delayed conditioning after

exercise on the learning behavior of 5 to 6-inch rainbow trout, Salmo gairdneri,

was measured in a conditioned avoidance response apparatus. The conditioning

schedule contained an intertrial interval between alternate presentations of con-

ditioned (light) and unconditioned (shock) stimuli. This randomization elimi-

nated learning losses found in a previous study.

Mean percentage avoidance,

the measurement of learning, did not decrease significantly during conditioning

trials.

Exercised fish learned avoidance better than did non-exercised fish.

Mean percentage avoidance for fish exercised at 0. 5 ft/sec was 66. 3; at 1. 0

ft/ sec, 1. 5 ft/sec, and no-exercise, mean percentage avoidance was 68. 2, 68. 9

and 65. 0, respectively. Social facilitation affected learning in the one, two,

and three fish per cell tests, where mean percentage avoidance was 55. 5, 68. 9,

and 81. 0 percent, respectively. A delay of 24 hours between exercise and

vii
conditioning resulted in decreased learning levels.

Mean percentage avoidance

was 60. 3, 63. 5, 67. 7, and 53. 7 for the 1-, 2-, 2-, and 24-hour delay tests,

respectively; however, mean percentage avoidance for the last 60 trials of

each test indicated the 1-, 2-, and 4-hour delay tests were all similar, over
70 percent, while mean percentage avoidance for the 24-hour delay test was

only 57. 8 percent.

(38 pages)

INTRODUCTION

To meet the demands
agencies

have relied

dependent

of increasing

on stocking programs.

upon the hatchery

product

most stocked fish only survive

agencies

to stock catchable-size

environment,

adequate

exercise.

low survival

freedom

from predators,

He suggested

a "better"

of this "better"

fitness
Selective

breeding

which forces

environments

itself in a current

as an index to physiological

most

fitness

in the stream

(Vincent,

for an extended
(Vibert,

1956;

with both

after stocking.
physiological-

growth qualities,

to physiological
Stamina,

fitness

but an

and survival

or the ability of a

period of time,
Reimers,

of the

food, and in-

fish has been limited

1960).

trout

stability

lack of natural

has increased

growth rate may be detrimental

fish to maintain

is

Unfor-

fish should be produced

In hatcheries,

in natural

creel.

of stocked hatchery-reared

and good survival

potential

the fisherman's

for a short time,

good growth in the hatchery

increased

of these programs

including high growth rate in the hatchery,

hatchery

ly and behaviorally.

state and federal

fish on a "put and take" basis.

Schuck (1948) attributed
factors,

Feasibility

reaching

tunately,

to several

fishing pressure,

has been used

1956; and Vincent,

1960).
Many behavioral
introduction

problems

into a stream.

more complex environment.

First,

are encountered

by a hatchery-reared

the fish must familiarize

Metzgar

itself with

(1967) showed that mice,

fish upon
a new and

Peromyscus

2

leucopus,
ment.

survived

Second,

predation

better

the fish must learn to take natural

a pellet diet fed on schedule.
countered

in a hatchery.

tric shock to condition
plastic

when they were familiar

Third,

ance response

fish.

in the presence

hatchery-reared

to avoid dangers

and Tuge (1968, abstract

35-45 mm chum salmon,

model of a predatory

food, an abrupt change from

the fish must learn

Kanayama

with their environ-

of a natural

fish, the conditioning

only) used elec-

Oncorhynchus

They concluded

keta,

to avoid a

that if a conditioned

enemy is adequately

may increase

not en-

avoid-

developed

their survival

in

in natural

environments.
Learning
measured

behavior

may be useful as an index to fitness

by use of a Conditioned

Avoidance

Response

and can be

Apparatus

(CARA).

type of CARA was de veloped by Warner

(1964) to study effects

of sub-lethal

doses of toxicants

of goldfish,

auratus.

on learning

CARA the fish learns
conditioned
shock.

stimulus

Percentage

behavior

that a conditioned
(UCS

=

of correct

stimulus

Carassius
(CS

=

light) precedes

shock) and it swims to the opposite
response

(avoidance)

One

In the

an un-

end to avoid

is used as a measure

of

learning.
Boario
measure
gairdneri
fish;

effects

(1967) used a CARA similar
of exercise

on learning

. He found that exercised

however,

learning

decreased

the way through each 2-hour
loss was the conditioning

behavior

fish learned
10-20 percent

experiment.

schedule

to the one designed

of rainbow trout,
faster

to

Sal mo

than did non-exercised

in the fish about one-third

One probable

used by Boario,

by Warner

of

cause for this response

which consisted

of 10 seconds

3

light on (CS), 10 seconds light and shock on (CS, UCS pairing),
light and shock off (Intertrial
10-10-10

schedule

experimental

interval).

Perhaps

caused fish to respond

and 10 seconds

the constant

repetition

poorly during the latter

of this

part of the

period.

Objectives
The purpose
procedure

and to observe

in the Conditioned
1.

of the present

some additional

Avoidance

to maintain

study was to modify Boario's

Response

learning

levels

aspects

Apparatus.

of learning

experimental

in rainbow trout

Specific objectives

during the latter

were:

part of the experi-

mental period;
2.

to determine

effects

of different

swimming

speeds during exercise

on learning;
3.

to determine

variability

in learning

among individual

fish in the

CARA;

4.

to determine

effects

cell on learning;
5.

to determine

of number

of fish (one, two, or three) per

and

effects

tioning on learning.

of lapsed

time between exercise

and condi-

4

Definitions
The behavioral

conditioning

procedure

and evaluation

utilized

the follow-

ing terminology:
learned
stimulus

response--A

voiding the onset of shock by pairing the conditioned

(light) with the unconditioned
learning

level--mean

stimulus

percentage

(shock).

of learned

responses

for any given 10-

trial period.
learning
10-trial

period to any subsequent
trial--one

stimulus

rate --th e change in learning

(shock),

presentation

replications

period.

of the conditioned

and a random intertrial

replication--presentation
test--five

10-trial

level from any given successive

interval

of 240 successive
each on a different

stimulus

(light), unconditioned

(no light or shock).
trials

on a group of fish.

group of fish.

5

MATERIALS

of the Utah Division of Fish and G0me,

Through the cooperation

mately 550 rainbow trout were transferred
in Logan to the Utah State Experimental
The Hull-Erickson
Production
Utah.

strain

Hatchery

Initially,

per cubic foot.

from the Utah State Production
Hatchery

from an egg source

fish were held in a large

raceway

of experimental

they were moved to smaller

The raceways

raceways

Fish were fed a maintenance

at Kamas,

disease

problems.

where densidiet to

a constant

were cleaned weekly and treated

with 4 ppm hyamine 3500 to reduce bacterial

1968.

at a density less than 0. 1 pound

and they were graded every two weeks to maintain
fish.

Hatchery

by the Logan

supplied by the State Hatchery

ties were about O. 3 pound per cubic foot.
limit growth,

also in Logan in June,

of rainbow trout was hatched and reared

In midsummer

approxi-

size

monthly

Five hundred-

five fish (5-6 inches long and . 80-. 96 ounces in weight) were used in experiments
conducted

from July 8 to October

9, 1968.

Exercise
The apparatus
one developed

selected

by Burrows

to exercise

(1960).

Services

Chamber
the rainbow trout was patterned

The chamber

(Figure

was constructed

after

by Utah State

University

Technical

feet square

x 3 feet high, and a head box, 3 1/ 2 feet long x 2 1/ 2 feet wide x 3

1) and consisted

of an outlet box, 2 1/ 2

6

Figure

l.

Exercise
response

chamber (right background)
apparatus (left foreground).

and conditioned

avoidance

7

feet high.
meter,

The two boxes were connected

plexiglass

by two 6-foot-long,

6-inch-in-<lia-

tubes through which the water circulated.

Water was pumped through the lower tube into the headbox by a centrifugal pump driven by a 3-hp electric
at 1750 rpm.

motor.

Water velocity was regulated

The pump was rated at 450 gpm
by a variable

speed drive between

the motor and the pump and ranged from O. 5 to 1. 5 feet per second.
uous 4. 25 gpm exchange of water maintained
ppm and the temperature

Conditioned
The conditioning
Wuner

(1964).

Avoidance
apparatus

Response

Apparatus

1) was similar

(Figure

of 3/ 4-inch marine

Black plastic

and CARA to isolate

inches wide, and 8 inches high.
volt AC, 0. 2 amps),

curtains

enclosed

by

the area around the exer-

the fish from external

visual stimuli.

each 48 inches long, 9 1/ 2

Each cell contained

and two 22-inch wire electrode

were fastened

4-inch center

to that described

plywood and painted with

The CARA was divided into five equal cells,

electrodes

(CARA)

The unit was 56 inches long x 52 inches wide x 10 inches high

epoxy paint.

cise chamber

oxygen level at 7. 2

at 57° F.

and the walls were constructed
marine

the dissolved

A contin-

a conditioning

light (12-

grids at each end.

to the walls of the CARA and were separated

space or "free zone.

11

Shock intensities

2 volts (. 21 volts / inch) and were similar

in each cell.

The
by a

between the grids were

8
A system

trolled

of adjustable

the protocol.

synchronous

These switches

one end of the unit to the other.
gears

and the adjustable

motor-driven

alternated

microswitches

the light-shock

Through the use of various

microswitches,

flexibility

con-

intervals

from

sizes of timing

of use of the CARA was in-

creased.
Water was circulated
temperature

through the CARA at 2 gpm to maintain constant

and to allow less than 0. 5 ppm decrease

during experiments.

in the dissolved

oxygen

9

PROCEDURES

Measurements

of behavioral

To reduce this variability,

responses

in fish are highly variable.

four steps were followed as suggested

by Warner

(1964).
1.

uniform

handling of all subjects;

2.

continuous water circulation to maintain constant dissolved
oxygen and temperature
and to flush out metabolites
produced
by the fish;

3.

isolation

4.

testing animals at the same time of day to reduce the probability of variation due to differences in diurnal activity
patterns.

of the apparatus

from external

The trout were held in outdoor raceways
indoors

for experimentation

at 57° F.

for twenty hours before use.

selected

and brought inside one day prior
fish were kept in fiberglass

(64° F) and were transferred

Therefore,
to testing.

troughs

and were exercised

During the acclimation

and were not fed.

at one of three sub-fatigue

or 1. 5 feet per second) for 4 hours.
cised was selected
during exercise

at random prior

to eliminate

external

to the indoor tern-

10 fish were randomly

At 10:00 a. m. on each test day, 10 fish were placed
chamber

and

Fish were acclimated

perature

period,

stimuli;

The velocity
to each test.
visual stimuli

in the exercise

velocities

(0. 5, 1. 0,

at which the fish were exerThe exercise

tube was covered

from the swimming

fish.

10
Following
covering

the exercise

was removed.

period,

the water inflow was stopped and the

Fish were flushed from the exercise

and placed two per cell in the CARA for conditioning.
exercised

before

Pre-trial

testing

indicated

to adapt to the CARA before conditioning
that the fish did not avoid the light stimulus

when the light was not followed by a shock.
shown to be a neutral
avoidance

learning

stimulus,

velocity,

number

exercise

and conditioning.

and movement

therefore,

cell,

variables

and delayed-time

were:
interval

Each test consisted

of pooled results

in the 1 fish per cell test).

Each replication

with each trial

averaging

24 seconds in duration

seconds).

This schedule

alternated

240 times.

The number
by swimming

to provide

Mean number

was then repeated

at the opposite

of fish avoiding shock in successive
a total of 24 estimates

of learning

exercise
between

of 5 replicaconsisted

end of the CARA and

of learning
10-trial

stimulus
in each

intervals

for each replication.

of fish avoiding the shock was then expressed

of

time off (1-10

of fish that avoided the onset of the unconditioned

out of the shock zone was used as a measure

Mean number

calculated

to

and following a se-

9 seconds light + 10 seconds light and shock + variable

quence:

was

of fish could be attributed

and the controlled

of fish per testing

tions (6 replications

trial.

The CARA light,

and not to phototropism.

Ten tests were conducted

240 trials

Control fish were not

conditioning.

Fish were given 10 minutes
began.

tube into a net

as percentage

was

11

avoidance.
levels

Five replications

were conducted for each of the three exercise

(0. 5, 1. 0, and 1. 5 feet per second) and the control.
The 240 variable

intertrial

from a random-number

intervals

table and were controlled

Statistical

Two linear

regressions

One regression

covered

only the final 120 trials

a learning

covered

a learning

rate,

the entire

cell,

with paired

Individual performance
analysis.

measurements.

Bartlett's

sponses

Mean number

that variances

coefficients

and variation

exercise

between exercise

comparison

responses

required

of normal

2

o1

were

=

in every 10 trials

2

o2

populations

additional

in 30 individual

for each of the 30 fish.

were equal (H0 :

number

t-tests.

of five fish resulted

of correct

velocity,

and conditioning

(one fish per cell testing)

Six replications

test of homogeneity

Correlation

while the second

slope for any test would indicate

variables,

about each mean were calculated

hypothesis

period,

The slope of each regression

and a negative

or time interval

statistically

variation

for each of the 10 tests con-

loss.

fish per testing

statistical

manually.

240-trial

of each test.

Effects of the three independent

compared

were selected

Analyses

were calculated

ducted.

would indicate

in the protocol

=

2

o3

= ....

and the

To test the
2
= On),

was applied (Ostle,

were computed between mean number of correct
in percentage

avoidance.

1963).
re-

of

12

RESULTS
Learning
Boario (1967) observed
response

after a maximum

the random intertrial
occurred

in later trials

level was reached

schedule,

60 trials

with the greatest

Using

response

loss

Mean percentage

in each of 10 tests increased

avoid-

throughout

increase

in learning

rate occurring

A linear

regression

was fitted by least squares

0-60 and 61-120 trial periods.
for each test conducted.

(Table 1).

avoidance

at 40-70 trials.

I found no significant

of each replication

ance during each successive
the 240 trials

a 10-20 percent loss of an acquired

response

interval

Level

The regression

slopes were all positive

between the

and ranged

from 0. 0315 in the one fish per cell test to 0.1450 in the 1-hour delay test
(Table 2).

Slopes in all 10 tests were significantly

the 99-percent

regression

not have indicated

slopes over the entire 240-trial

a learning

over the last 120 trials

loss in the latter

rate decreased

testing period might

of each test,

(Table 3).

No decrease

tests; however,

in learning

slopes

Comparisons

of each test with the last 120 trials

in 7 of the 10 conditioning

positive or at zero.

trol (no exercise),

120 trials

of each test were calculated

the slopes of the initial 120 trials

remained

from zero at

level.

Because

learning

different

of

showed that

all the slopes

rate was found in the con-

1 fish per cell, or 2-hour delay test groups.

13
Table 1.

Mean percentage
avoidance of rainbow trout in successive
60-trial
intervals in each of 10 tests of 240-trial duration in the CARA

Test
Exercise velocity
no. fish / cell
time delay

Trial period
121-180

181-240

70.2

73.8

73.2

62.3

68.0

71. 6

70.8

0. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
no delay

60.2

66.8

69.7

69.5

no exercise
2 fish / cell
no delay

60.5

66.7

64.3

68.3

1. 5 ft / sec
1 fish / cell
no delay

51. 7

56.8

55.2

58.3

1. 5 ft / sec
3 fish / cell
no delay

73.5

82.8

82.8

85.0

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
1- hour delay

46.7

55.3

66.8

72.5

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
2-hour delay

58.7

61. 3

63.8

70.2

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
4-hour delay

60.0

68.3

71. 3

71. 3

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
24-hour delay

48.5

53.5

54.8

57.8

0-60

61-120

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
no delay

58.2

1. 0 ft / xec
2 fish / cell
no delay

14
Table 2.

Y-intercept,
slope, variance of the regression
coefficient,
value in each of 10 conditioning tests of 240-trial duration
CARA, rainbow trout

Test
Exercise velocity
no. fish / cell
time delay

and Fin the

Statistics
F

a

b

Sb

1. 5 ft/ sec
2 fish / cell
no delay

58.3

. 0837

. 000189

37.1

***

1. 0 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
no delay

61. 6

.0531

. 000113

24. 9

***

0 . 5ft / sec
2 fish / cell
no delay

59.5

. 0541

. 000117

25. 0

***

no exercise
2 fish / cell
no delay

60.0

. 0400

. 000081

19. 8

***

1. 5 ft / sec
1 fish / cell
no delay

51. 6

.0315

. 000069

14. 3

***

1. 5 ft / sec
3 fish / cell
no delay

74.5

. 0524

. 000096

28. 7

***

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
1-hour delay

42.2

.1450

.000057

366. 5

***

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
2-hour delay

55.4

. 0646

. 000067

62. 3

***

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
4-hour delay

60.3

. 0614

.000070

53. 5

***

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
24-hour delay

48.0

.0454

. 000063

32.9

***

***

=

Significant

at the . 99 level.
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Table 3.

Slope, variance of the regression
coefficient,
of 10 conditioning tests from 121 to 240 trials
bow trout

Test
Exercise velocity
no . fish / cell
time delay

and F-value in each
in the CARA, rain-

Statistic
F

b

Sb

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
no delay

.0000

• 000762

1. 0 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
no delay

.0038

. 000294

. 050 NS

0.5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
no delay

. 0066

. 000212

. 207 NS

no exercise
2 fish / cell
no delay

0.632

. 000119

33. 645 ** *

1. 5 ft / sec
1 fish / cell
no delay

. 0528

. 000240

11. 609 ***

1. 5 ft / sec
3 fish / cell
no delay

. 0227

. 000164

3. 137 NS

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
1-hour delay

. ' 02 :

. 000291

35.807

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
2-hour delay

.1119

. 000147

85. 420 ***

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
4-hour delay

. 0056

. 000226

.139 NS

1. 5 ft / sec
2 fish / cell
24-hour delay

.0427

. 000319

5. 706 **

NS ==Non-significant
at the . 90 level.
** ==Significant at the . 95 level.
*** ==~ignificant at the . 99 level.

O. 00 NS

***
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Even though all regression
F-tests

were calculated

to determine

ferent from a zero slope.
tests:

control

level.

0. 5 ft / sec,

(no exercise),

Differences

1. 0 ft/sec,

whether

Significant

test groups at the 99 percent
percent

slopes from 121-240 trials

the slopes were significantly

differences

1 fish per cell,

dif-

were found in the following

1-hour delay,

level; and the 24-hour
were not significant

1. 5 ft / sec,

were positive,

and 2-hour delay

delay test group at the 95

at the 90 percent

3 fish per cell,

level in the

and the 4-hour delay test

groups.

Effects of Exercise
Five replications

for each exercise

from July 8 to August 13, 1968.
learning

1. 0 ft / sec;

66. 3 at 0. 5 ft / sec;

or the O. 5 ft / sec groups
rates

levels over the first

68. 9 at 1. 5 ft / sec;

60 trials

level between all exercise

velocities

(significant

at the 90 percent

(non-significant

significant

avoid-

68. 2 at

The control group
than did either the 1. 5

(Table 1), but the 1. 5 and 0. 5 ft/sec

indicated

achieved higher

Mean percentage

and 65. 0 in the control.

testing

ft/ sec velocities

2).

(b), . 0837 and . 0541 than did the control,

Paired-comparison

and the control

and control were conducted

Fish which were exercised

for each velocity was:

had higher initial learning

percent

velocity

levels than did fish which were not (Figure

ance over the 240 trials

learning

on Learning

groups had higher

. 0400 (Table 2).
differences

at the 95

except between the 0. 5 ft/ sec
level) and between the 1. 0 and 1. 5

at the 90 percent

level).
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Figure

2.

Effect of four exercise
(percentage avoidance)

velocities (0. 5, 1. 0, 1. 5 ft / sec, and no exercise)
in 240 conditioning trials, rainbow trout.

on learning

240
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Table 4 . Statistical comparisons
of difference in learning among exercise
levels (paired comparison t-test), in CARA, rainbow trout
Exercise
velocity

Exercise
1.0 ft / sec

1. 5 ft / sec

velocity
0.5 ft / sec

Control

1. 5 ft / sec

1. Oft / sec

NS

0.5 ft/sec

**

**

***

***

Control
NS

Non-significant
at the
* = Significant at the . 90
** = Significant at the • 95
*** = Significant at the . 99

. 90 level
level
level
level

=

Variability
Six replications
were conducted

of Learning

Among Individual

of five exercised

in the conditioning
interval

fish (4 hours,

apparatus

A variable

intertrial

of 30 fish,

5 fish in each of 6 replications,

responses

responses

responses

in 240 trials).

Variance

10-trial

periods

for each fish (Table 5).

per 10 trials

The lowest mean number

test of homogeneity

in each of 240 trials.

in successive

in 240 trials).

The hypothesis

Individual performance

was recorded

responses

Bartlett's

1. 5 ft / sec, one fish / cell)

from August 14 to August 22, 1968.

about that mean were calculated

highest mean number of correct

F-distribution.

Fish

was used in all replications.

The mean number of correct
and the variation

*

The

was 9. 5 (227 correct

correct

was 2. 8 (68 correct

ranged from 0. 78 to 10. 03 and formed an

that variances

of normal

were equal was tested with

populations.

The hypothesis

was rejected
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Table 5.

Individual performance
expressed
as mean number of correct responses in successive
10-trial samples and the variation in performance about that mean through 240 trials in the CARA
Statistics

Fish number

1

Mean
2.8
3.8
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.0
4.1
4.1
4.2
4.2
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.8
5.2
5.4
7.7
7.9
8.0
8.1
8.3
8.3
9.3
9.3
9.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
1

2

The numbers
mean size.

Variance

assigned

about X

2

(8x)

to each fish were given in order

Variance
3.36
1.14
2.46
2.95
1. 74
2.39
1. 83
0.86
2.49
3.57
1. 30
7.65
2.52
1. 81
1. 30
9.34
1. 65
1. 13
1. 63
8.18
7.13
2.91
10.03
1. 61
3.47
2.93
3.76
1. 19
1.19
0.78

of increasing

20
at the 95 percent
successive

confidence level.

10-trial

periods

Mean number of correct

was not related to variance

responses

in percentage

in
avoid-

ance of individual fish (.£ = . 01).

Effect of Number of Fish per Cell on Learning

From August 28 to September
of 5 replications

to determine

All fish were exercised

4, 1968, 3 fish per cell were used in each

effect of number of fish per cell on learning.

4 hours at 1. 5 ft / sec, the intertrial

able, and each replication

was 240 trials

fish per cell test were then compared

in duration.

interval

was vari-

Results from the three

with those from earlier

tests with one

and two fish per cell (Figure 3).
Average percentage
55. 5 for one fish / cell;

avoidance for the 240 trials

68. 9 for two fish / cell;

These values were significantly

different

of each test was

and 81. 0 for three fish / cell.

at the 99 percent level.

Delayed Conditioning Effects on Learning

After 4 hours of sustained
in the CARA.

exercise

Conditioning was delayed 1, 2, 4, or 24 hours.

tions were conducted from September
interval.

at 1. 5 ft / sec, 10 fish were placed

In 4 of the 20 replications

Five replica-

5 to October 9 for each delayed-time
8 fish rather

than 10 were conditioned
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Figure

3.

Effect of number of fish per cell (one, two, or three)
in 240 conditioning trials, CARA rainbow trout.

on learning

(percentage

avoidance)

240
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due to accidental

loss of fish.

In those cases,

per cell in 4 of the 5 conditioning

replications

consisted

cells with average percentage

of 2 fish

avoidance based

on 8 fish instead of 10.
Highest mean percentage
group (67. 7); however,

avoidance was ~ound in the 4-hour delay test

mean percentage

lay testing groups during the latter
Low response

120-240 trial period was similar

levels in the first 60 trials

delayed tests reduced average
below the 4-hour delay test.
for the 4-hour delay;

avoidance of the 1, 2, and 4-hour de-

percentage

(Figure 4).

(Table 1) in the 1-hour and 2-hour
avoidance

Mean percentage

in 240 trials

4 to 7 percent

avoidance in 240 trials

63. 5 for the 2-hour delay;

was 67. 7

60. 3 for the 1-hour delay;

and 53. 7 for the 24-hour delay.
Statistically

significant

between all delayed conditioning
tests where the difference

differences

at the 99 percent

level were found

tests except between the 1-hour and 2-hour

was significant

at the 95 percent level (Table 6).
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Effect of delayed conditioning (1, 2, 4, and 24 hours)
in 240 conditioning trials, CARA, rainbow trout.

on learning

(percentage

avoidance)
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Table 6.

Statistical comparisons
of difference in learning among four delayed time intervals (1, 2, 4, and 24 hours) introduced between
exercise and conditioning in the CARA, rainbow trout

Delay between
exercise and
conditioning
(hours)

Delay between exercise
1
2

and conditioning
4

1
2

**

4

***

***

24

***

***

** ==Significant at the . 95 level

*** ==Significant

at the . 99 level

***

(hours)
24

25

DISCUSSION

Under the random intertrial
response

loss was observed.

240 conditioning
negative,

trials

indicating

were not significantly

rates were not computed

controls
exercised

for transfer

caused by additional
"stress"
ever,

variable
difference

directly

in exercised
in learning

physiological

up of blood lactate
ing,

2) an increase

ability.

that learning

chamber

to minimize

may

levels

However,

before conditioning.
stress

in the fish,

the
while
Although

stress

The addition of the

fish may have biased or confounded results;
ability at each exercise

on learning

in learning

1) a depletion

could have caused a low-level
in physical

velocity indicated

how-

that exer-

behavior.

the increase

mechanisms:

brain which may have resulted

exercise

to the CARA from the holding troughs,

handling could have affected learning.

Boario (1 967) attributed
possible

slopes indicated

enhanced learning

were designed

cise alone had an influence

none were

Maximum response

from fish at different

fish were placed in the exercise

procedures

no

beyond 240 trials.

that exercise

were transferred

used,

from 121 to

from zero,

levels did not decrease.

between test results

indicated

of conditioning

different

since the regression

have continued to increase

and controls

schedule

Although some slopes calculated

that learning

Comparisons

interval

activity

increased

in higher learning

following exercise

to two

of muscle glycogen and a buildtoxication

which affected learn-

the supply of oxygen to the
rate.

A third possible
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explanation

would be that some pre-avoidance

exerc i se period.

training

took place during the

Fish had to swim to avoid being forced against a screen

end of the exercise

tube and as a result were more "experienced"

fish . It is possible

that more behaviors

the fish were in the exercise
Measurements

variance

of variation

was zero.

sponded at 70 percent
1) 7 fish responded

than control

were emitted while

chamber.

whether some fish responded
i.e.

than simply exercise

in individual fish were made to indicate

at a constant percentage

If, for example,

avoidance,

100 percent

avoidance for 240 trials,

at the end of 240 trials

three possible

conclusions

of the time for 240 trials,

10 fish re-

could be made:
2) 10 fish responded

70 percent

of the time for 240 trials,

3) less than 10 fish responded

70 percent

of the tim e for 240 trials.

All three would result in 70 percent

ance or 1680 correct

responses

sponded corre ctly 100 percent
at a constant percentage
fish responding
fluctuated

throughout

observed

It may be desirable

level of performance

duced variable

avoid-

none of the fish re-

Second, none of the fish responded
Third,

number of individual

at any given time or at any given percentage

fish which meet a criterion

tioning test.
consistent

of the time.

First,

more than

avoidance

the 240 trials.

The large variation
selecting

out of 2400 possible.

avoidance for 240 trials.

correctly

at the

on learning

in the individual test may be reduced by
of performance

in a pre-avoidance

to condition the fish several
to establish

a base line.

could then be observed

condi-

times to some

The effect of an intro-

as the level of performance
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increased

or decreased.

used to eliminate

Automatic

counting procedures

was conclusive,

although Boario

a factor in conditioning

was not described,

but behavioral

display of biting and chasing,
The practical

preferred

for stocking;

longer periods,
learning

int.eractions

was observed

highest initial learning

an aggressive

during conditioning
results

acclimate

adjustment

experiments.

would center

to a stream.
to days.

fish with highest initial learning

but if the behavioral

around
This learn-

If the learning

levels oould be

period extended over

level would not be as essential

as highest

rate.

level,

the highest learning

was twice that in the 2-hour
levels

"nipping,"

range from a few minutes

Although fish in the 4-hour
learning

than individual

between the fish in these tests

On a few occasions,

for a fish to behaviorally

period is only a few minutes,

was better

to be

with the two and three fish per cell tests

use of delayed conditioning

ing period could conceivably

on learning

social facilitation

Group performance

associated

may have affected the results.

facilitation")

(1967) did not consider

behavior.

Variability

the time required

should be

subjectivity.

The effect of number of fish per cell ("social

performance.

or cameras

and lower learning

the control

(no exercise)

after exercise

delayed conditioni ng test had the highest initial
rate occurred

and 4-hour

in the 1-hour delayed test and

delayed tests.

Lower initial learning

rates were observed

in the 24-hour

group which indicated

that 24-hour

may have had detrimental

effects

on learning.

delay group than in
delay in conditioning

28

CONCLUSIONS

The random intertrial
eliminated
creased

the response

after 120 trials

observed,
ft/sec

however,

interval

schedule

loss observed

by Boario

in most of the tests

as indicated

test) obtained in regression

Five tests were significantly

analysis

different

in exercise

by the fish.

velocity

reduced

fish acquired

maintained

different

loss was

of conditioning.
level,

while

from a zero slope at the

and behavioral
conditioning

before introducing

and incompatible

and three fish per cell.

ft/ sec exercise

the mean percentage
group reached

velocity.

avoidance

68. 9 percent

A

attained

avoidance

65. 0 percent.
fish indicates

Pre-conditioning

similarities

selection

each fish until some consistent
the independent

learning

the need for more
of fish based upon

might reduce variability

The use of one fish / cell would eliminate
facilitation

No learning

of the last 120 trials

among individual

in this type of research.

would repeatedly

rate de-

slopes (zero slope in the 1. 5

was obtained at the 1. 5

The large variability

physiological

Learning

from zero at the 95 percent

The 1. 5 ft / sec exercised

while non-exercised

control

used in this study

level.

Maximum learning
decrease

(1967).

conducted.

by the positive

the other five tests were not significantly
same confidence

of conditioning

behaviors

as perhaps

baseline

level was

influences

of social

variable.
confounding
emitted

during conditioning

The use of five fish in the exercise

chamber

of two

and the
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CARA would allow for a larger
during exercises

fish to be tested and fewer interactions

.

If survival

is related

to increased

learning

potential,

cised fish should take place within 4 hours after exercise,
ately after exercise.

Mean percentage

hour delay test to 53. 7 in the 24-hour
over the last 60 trials
cent;

however,

percent.

the 24-hour

the field.
overall

fitness

of hatchery

of learning

"behavioral

fitness"

environment.

l earning

fitness"

Mean percentage

before

was 57. 8

stocking could possibly
fish (65. 0 percent).

and survival

re-

Reasons

avoidance

response

modification

could be tested in

a hatchery

are made.
apparatus

for experimental

ob-

could be of value in determining

stock . Variables

should similarly

potential.

potential

to in-

should not be ruled out when dealing with the

which affect learning

affect learning

Knowledge of these variables

survival

avoidance

ability would be comparable

trout until such tests

of hatchery

may be used to produce
increased

a fish's

behavior

havior in a laboratory

immedi-

delay tests was above 70 per-

after exercise

fitness"

Use of a conditioned
servation

delay tests.

delay test group over the last 60 trials

"behavioral

"Behavioral

preferably

ability are unknown.

Whether increasing
a fish's

stocking of exer-

dropped from 67. 7 in the 4-

ability to below that of non-exercised

for this reduced learning

creasing

avoidance

of the 1, 2, and 4-hour

A delay of 24-hours

duce learning

to occur

behavior

in the natural

and their effects before

fish with increased

be-

"behavioral

stocking
fitness"

and
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